Tattoo Fame
Convincing the Young Adult

In today’s society, tattoos have become very popular, or so the romantic has been painted, due to the rise of the number of parlors in our cities. These tattoo artists feel they are very talented and they are proud of what they do, marking people with permanent images, some of which can be traced to the occult.

The Guccie Times would advise anyone who is getting a tattoo to strongly consider your options. The artist is very animate about giving the tattoo, not just because he is getting paid for it, but because he may know the meanings behind the marks in servitude to a subculture as it may have been created by generations of cops in the community. Do the marks have something to do with the sex industry? Do they cause you to fall into another level of society beyond what is safe and secure for you?

The American people should ban together in opposition to the satanic marks tattoo parlors and porn hubs that only fuel the fire to the LaVay’s Freemason sacrifice, but let them have their body art. Legislation should be passed to further restrict these forms of “expressions of free speech” and warn and educate the general public about the real meaning and history of tattoos and how they are commonly used by police officers and Gambino blood to create subcultures of people.

A teen boy from Arbor Hill in Albany said, “Somebody’s got to give Jezebel the tattoo. Her pimp forces it on her. It might as well be a studio that cares about her. We just don’t know if the studio is on the pimp’s side.”

NAACP Billed for Street Robbery
Prophet Requests His Money Back

In 2009, Jim Robinson took a trip to NYC to see the sights with his backpack on him that contained about $2500 cash. Jim had brought the bag of money to have cash in case he needed it to get off of the street in the case of an emergency and get a hotel room for a few days or to be sure he got his bus ride home. It is quite possible the Negroid maintenance man who worked at the Monument Square Apartments, where Jim resided at the time, had been in Jim’s room illegally and knew about the money because of the events that ensued.

While Jim was in Manhattan minding his own business, two Mallatto men (Negroids) politely asked Jim what he had in the bag then coaxed the bag away from him and took it, taking every last penny he had on him. Jim was then unable to get a bus home or even to get a hotel room off the street or to get to the mission. He was left stranded and penniless on the streets of Manhattan.

As a direct result of this robbery, the Jim Guccione Mafia is requesting the National Association of American Colored People (NAACP) to return Robinson’s money. It does not have to be done publicly, but the organization will be cleared the in The Guccie Times. He is not requiring that the Negroid admit to the general public about the persistent savage nature of its race, nor are we petitioning the general public to ban the Negroid from leadership positions such as president, governor or mayor. Jim just wants his money back.
The Scarlet Seven Gallery, Troy, NY
Bringing the Gambino Out of the Shadows?

The Scarlet Seven Gallery in downtown Troy was given permission by the people of the community to present their nude artwork in the windows for passers by. Jim Robinson had sent the curator an email with his art to request a show there, but was denied due to Jim’s mistake, and they banned him from the gallery and threatened to ban him from other businesses in downtown Troy with a community agreement. But Robinson is not worried about that because he found something else.

Some would say, “How can you have the audacity to draw the Gambino out into the light? That would drain all of his powers.” Well, if he has a clear conscious, whether he is saved or not, he won’t mind presenting himself to the American people for a time, then return as before.

They say the Gambino is a kickboxer, that he never needed to learn the simple short strikes of the Kenpo artist because he always deals with people from a distance with the Uzi. Although this could just be legend, a legend might be a true story, you have to decide. The greatest question is: can a Gambino be trusted?

Gambinos naturally fit into the young adult crowd with their romantics, testing men with temptations and judgments to protect their kingdoms. They will always look for a reason to use their power, whether it be for good or bad. But if you care about a Gambino, he will usually care about you, as long as you make him a deal.

So, if there are good Gambinos and evil Gambinos, does the evil Gambino prevail? Well, have you looked at google searches recently? Those illegal sites come from subcultures of people created by generations of evil Gambinos and evil cops working together. But a Good Gambino will not put his name on those things—because he is not responsible for them.

How Jim Won America’s Heart
An Inseparable Team
By James Nicholas Guccione

There has been a rise in social media about Jim Robinson, the person chosen by Jim Guccione to publicly represent his Mafia. Jim is currently under the submission of the Rensselaer County Probation Department that chronically punishes him for his opinions in media and his slips for his aspirations concerning his family. The authorities of Troy want to classically condition Jim that he is too mentally ill to present his talents with faces to the FBI to capture the criminals on the snuff film sites that are promoting a subculture of murder, especially the torture of women. They degrade him and discourage him on a constant basis.

Regardless of the Rensselaer legal society’s attempts to subdue Jim, which are an indication that those people may have something to do with the rearing up of the abused subcultures, Jim continues to publish on his site and in this newsletter. He still has rights as an American Citizen, even though Judge McDonough persuaded him into a plea bargain that could have been illegal due to the original charges.

The people of America do not want google to have the right to list snuff films, even though pornography may still be legal. The Jim Guccione Mafia is proposing legislation at this time to change all that, and convict the CEO of google, and many other search engines, for accessory to genocide of its own people.